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Vnukovo airport 

Guideline 
 

1. From the airport to Moscow 

The most convenient way to reach Moscow is by Aeroexpress. It is a local train linking 
Moscow International Airports and Moscow Metro (underground/subway). These trains are 
very fast, safe and clean. We highly recommend using them. 

To reach Aeroexpress station follow the signs 

 

To board the train a special ticket is required. The ticket can be bought at the airport or 
online (https://aeroexpress.ru/en/aero.html). 

Bord the train and go to Kievsky Railway Terminal. 

 

 

2. After reaching Kievsky Railway Terminal change to Moscow Metro. Find a Metro station 
looking for a big red letter «M». 

 Operation hours: from 6.00 am to 1.00 am (in some directions from 5.30 am to 1.30 
am) with the transfer passages between lines closing at 1.00 a.m. 

https://aeroexpress.ru/en/aero.html
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Metro ticket is required to enter. It can be bought at any station through a vending 
machine. The price varies on the number of rides and validity duration. 

 

 

 

 

3. From Kiyevskaya metro station there are many ways to reach MSU (Universitet metro 
station), however we recommend using the following one: 

• From Kiyevskaya station (circle brown line, No 5) go 1 station up to Park Kultury 
metro station, change there to line 1 (red) and go 4 stations up to Universitet 
metro station. 
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 For more detailed metro guide use Yandex Metro website 
(https://yandex.ru/metro/moscow?scheme_id=sc34974011). 

At Universitet station go out using Exit 1 towards MSU. After reaching the surface, the 
main building of MSU is visible on the left. 

Address: Moscow State University, Kolmogorova st., house 1. 

 

4. To enter the Main Building use the entry located on the side of Lebedeva st. and go to 
sector «Б». Show passport and visa to a security guard. 
 

 

After entering the building, turn right and go to the Dormitory Administration Office. 
Contact room 5 (10:00 am - 17:45 pm) or room 1 (18:00 pm – 10:00 am) accordingly and 
do all necessary admission procedures. 

https://yandex.ru/metro/moscow?scheme_id=sc34974011

